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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two steps should the engineer take prior to racking any
equipment? (Choose two.)
A. apply an ESD wrist or ankle strap to avoid damage to parts
B. remove batteries from controllers to prevent risk of
electric shock
C. remove the disk drives from inside the shipped enclosures
D. remove any jewelry or metal objects from the engineer's body
Answer: A,D
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/blueprints/co
ncepts/resource-locking

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the hand signal for a right turn?
A. Left arm pointed down
B. Left arm pointed up
C. Waving wildley in the mirror.
D. I don't need hand signals
E. Left arm out stretched
Answer: B
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